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The principle of maximum likelihood reconstruction has proven to yield satisfactory results in the context of
quantum state tomography for many-body systems of moderate system sizes. Until recently, however, quantum
state tomography has been considered to be infeasible for systems consisting of a large number of subsystems
due to the exponential growth of the Hilbert space dimension with the number of constituents. Several recon-
struction schemes have been proposed since then to overcome the two main obstacles in quantum many-body
tomography: experiment time and post-processing resources. Here we discuss one strategy to address these
limitations for the maximum likelihood principle by adopting a particular state representation to merge a well
established reconstruction algorithm maximizing the likelihood with techniques known from quantum many-
body theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to prepare and manipulate quantum mechanical
states is crucial for implementing quantum information pro-
cessing and hence for building quantum computers [1]. Thus,
it is important to verify the algorithms realized on quantum
mechanical systems by conducting measurements on the sys-
tem. This is achieved by means of quantum state tomogra-
phy [2, 3], quantum process tomography [4] and quantum de-
tector tomography [5, 6] which together are capable of char-
acterizing the three main stages of a quantum experiment.
Here we concentrate on the task of quantum state tomogra-
phy for an informationally incomplete set of observables. De-
ducing a quantum mechanical description of the system from
these measurements is by no means trivial and what is the
most appropriate method to invert the experimental data is
still a matter of controversy [7, 8]. The strategies of quantum
state tomography range from directly inverting the measure-
ments [9] to statistical approaches known from classical prob-
ability theory such as maximum likelihood estimation [9, 10]
and Bayesian inference [8, 11]. The latter methods where in-
troduced into the field of quantum state tomography to cir-
cumvent the possibility of negative eigenvalues of the state
estimation arising by inverting Born’s rule for relative fre-
quencies, i.e., noisy data. In principle, maximum likelihood
estimation and Bayesian inference divide the approach to sta-
tistical inference into two schools. The former is the method
at hand for the frequentist statisticians where probabilities are
interpreted as the infinite limit of relative frequencies obtained
in a measurement process. Principally, the probabilities can
be determined solely by repeating the measurements on the
system infinitely often. For Bayesian statisticians, probabili-
ties are a degree of belief in a certain event. The prior prob-
ability distribution imposed by the observer is then updated
exploiting additional knowledge (i.e., measurements) of the
system. Both principles have their advantages and drawbacks
in the field of quantum state tomography. While maximum
likelihood estimation is biased towards rank deficient states,
no prior knowledge is required. In contrast, in Bayesian in-
ference it is often not clear how to choose the prior distri-
bution, whereas the estimates will have full rank [8, 11]. In
this manuscript, we will focus on the frequentist approach to
quantum state tomography.
Maximum likelihood estimation is currently the method of
choice and has proven to yield satisfactory results for moder-
ate system sizes [12]. However, as the system sizes realized
in the laboratory steadily increase [12–16], new techniques for
performing quantum state tomography on large system sizes
are required due to the exponential growth both in the number
of required measurements and in the classical post-processing
that is required to connect the measured data with a descrip-
tion of the quantum state. Recently, several scalable schemes
for verifying the state in the laboratory by a fidelity estima-
tion or learning the state via a concrete state reconstruction
have been presented [17–26]. The efficiency of the scalable
schemes stems from the exploitation of additional structure
of the considered states such as a low rank, a local nature
of correlations or a specific form of the state. If these as-
sumptions are true, they allow for a reduction of the number
of parameters which have to be determined experimentally
and, simultaneously, for a reduction of the experiment time.
To obtain an estimate of the state within these models, the
scalable tomography schemes come along with efficiently im-
plementable reconstruction algorithms to reduce the required
post-processing resources. The algorithms are designed, for
instance, to optimize a fit function over pure states [24], to
adopt maximum likelihood estimation to permutationally in-
variant states, which can be represented efficiently [25], or to
invert local measurements to obtain a (not necessarily posi-
tive) state estimate [26].
In this manuscript we strive to push the applicability of
large scale state tomography further towards an efficient im-
plementation of a maximum likelihood estimation scheme ex-
ploiting both the spirit of maximum likelihood reconstruc-
tion and adopting a specific representation of the states. We
are considering one-dimensional quantum systems composed
of N finite-dimensional d-level subsystems (e.g., qubits with
d = 2). To realize the scalable tomography scheme we show
how to implement a well established fixed point algorithm [7]
maximizing the likelihood function by means of matrix prod-
uct states and operators [27–29]. Note that in this manuscript
we restrict to the iterative fixed point algorithm for maximiz-
ing the likelihood function. One could, however, also adopt
a direct maximization of the likelihood function using con-
vex optimization tools together with a suitable representation
of the considered states (this has been demonstrated, e.g., for
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2permutationally invariant systems in [25]). This manuscript
is organized as follows. We start by reviewing the maxi-
mum likelihood approach to quantum state tomography in
section II. Then, we introduce the fixed point algorithm and
discuss a modification of the latter when a pure state estimate
is desired. In section III we show that all operations neces-
sary for executing the maximum likelihood algorithm can be
implemented by means of matrix product states and opera-
tors. Here, we solely discuss the individual computational
steps and postpone details to the Appendix. If a certain op-
erator comprising the POVM elements of the measurement
setting has a matrix product operator representation of low
bond-dimension, we show how this can be done efficiently.
In the Appendix we discuss how this operator can be recast
to fit into the framework of matrix product states and opera-
tors for two specific measurement settings. In the last section
of this manuscript, section IV, we present numerical results
demonstrating the performance of the algorithm for numeri-
cally simulated states.
II. QUANTUM STATE TOMOGRAPHY VIA MAXIMUM
LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION
In this section we review the maximum likelihood approach
to quantum state tomography and discuss a fixed point algo-
rithm which maximizes the likelihood function [3, 7]. We
further motivate a modification of the algorithm when a pure
state estimate is desired. The latter reformulation reduces
the computational cost of the algorithm since it only requires
matrix–vector multiplications instead of matrix–matrix multi-
plications.
Quantum state tomography is a procedure for estimating
the density matrix from repeated measurements on M iden-
tically prepared quantum systems. Let {Πˆi}, i ∈ ∆, be the
set of all POVM elements corresponding to the measurements
performed on the system where ∆ is an index set associated
to these measurements [30]. In the measurement process we
record the number of times ni the outcome Πˆi is obtained
for all i ∈ ∆, i.e., M = ∑i∈∆ ni. Now, let D be the state
space of the physical system under consideration. According
to Born’s rule, the conditional probability of measuring out-
come i given state %ˆ ∈ D is equal to pi = p(Πˆi|%ˆ) = tr[Πˆi%ˆ].
The joint probability p(n|%ˆ) of registering the specific out-
comes ni, i ∈ ∆, is given by
L(%ˆ) = p(n|%ˆ) =
∏
i∈∆
pnii =
∏
i∈∆
tr[Πˆi%ˆ]ni . (1)
The likelihood function L(%ˆ) is interpreted as the conditional
probability of measuring on the state %ˆ when registering out-
come n, i.e., it is considered to be a function on D for a spe-
cific outcome of a measurement series. The maximum likeli-
hood estimate %ˆML is the element of the state space D which
maximizes the likelihood function. Therefore, it is considered
as the most likely state given a set of measurement outcomes.
Instead of maximizing the likelihood function L(%ˆ) di-
rectly, one maximizes the log-likelihood function
logL(%ˆ) =
∑
i∈∆
ni log(tr[Πˆi%ˆ]), (2)
which yields the same estimate %ˆML due to the fact that the
likelihood function L(%ˆ) is positive on the state space and the
logarithm is strictly increasing. The resulting function reveals
the property of being concave and since we are optimizing
over a convex set we are left with a convex optimization prob-
lem [31]. It is well known that the state %ˆML maximizing the
log-likelihood satisfies %ˆML = Rˆ(%ˆML)%ˆML where the posi-
tive operator Rˆ(%ˆ) is given by [3]
Rˆ(%ˆ) =
1
M
∑
i∈∆
ni
pi
Πˆi =
1
M
∑
i∈∆
ni
tr[Πˆi%ˆ]
Πˆi. (3)
Since both the operator Rˆ(%ˆ) and %ˆ are Hermitian, the ex-
tremal equation %ˆML = Rˆ(%ˆML)%ˆML can be transformed to
yield a well-established fixed point algorithm [3]
%ˆk+1 = N
[
Rˆ(%ˆk)%ˆkRˆ(%ˆk)
]
(4)
where the operation Rˆ(%ˆk)%ˆkRˆ(%ˆk) preserves the positivity
of the current iteration, the function N : HdN×dN → D
mapping Hermitian matrices to states denotes normalization
to trace one and the algorithm is usually initialized by an un-
biased initial state such as the completely mixed state. Note
that, although heuristically convergent, there is no analytical
proof that the fixed point algorithm (4) converges to the max-
imum of the log-likelihood function. Diluting the operator
Rˆ(%ˆ) to (1 + Rˆ(%ˆ))/(1 + ), one can show that for   1
the log-likelihood increases in each step of the fixed point al-
gorithm at the expense of the rate of convergence [7]. Since
the log-likelihood function is concave, this guarantees that the
diluted fixed point algorithm converges to the maximum.
Under the assumption that the state in the laboratory is pure,
the fixed point algorithm can be rewritten to optimize only
over pure states. In particular, iterating
|ψk+1〉 = N
[
Rˆ(|ψk〉)|ψk〉
]
(5)
will yield a pure estimate of the desired state. Note, how-
ever, that restricting the state space to rank one matrices alters
the optimization problem to being non-convex. This implies
that although the objective function, i.e., the log-likelihood,
is still concave the feasible set, i.e., the set of rank one ma-
trices, is non-convex and hence it is not guaranteed that the
global maximum is attained by increasing the log-likelihood
in every step, both in the standard formulation and the diluted
version of this pure state algorithm. Nevertheless, as we will
see, iterating only over pure states yields satisfactory results
in practice even for noisy data. Now, of course, in a realistic
setting the state prepared in the laboratory will never be pure.
A pure state estimate, however, can nevertheless be used to
certify whether the (possibly mixed) state implemented in the
laboratory is close to this pure estimate by means of the tech-
niques described in [24]. With this, one can construct a lower
3bound on the fidelity of the pure state estimate with respect
to the actual state only by means of the (experimentally deter-
mined) reduced density matrices.
III. MERGING MATRIX PRODUCT OPERATORS WITH
THE MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ALGORITHM
In this section, we introduce the family of matrix product
states and operators [27–29] and further show that the itera-
tive fixed point algorithm (4) can be implemented using this
formalism. We only give a brief summary of the individual
steps and postpone details to the Appendix.
Let %ˆ ∈ D be a state describing a physical system compris-
ing N d-level subsystems. Then, %ˆ can be written as
%ˆ =
∑
α1,...,αN
P1[α1] · · ·PN [αN ] Pˆ (α1)1 · · · Pˆ (αN )N , (6)
where {Pˆ (αk)k } is an operator basis of Cd×d for site k,
αk = 1, . . . , d
2 enumerates the basis elements per site and
Pk[αk] ∈ CDk×Dk+1 are complex matrices for k = 1, . . . , N
with D1 = 1 and DN+1 = 1. Every state can be brought
to this form and the exponentially growing dimension of the
Hilbert space (with respect to the number of subsystems N )
can be covered by exponentially growing matrix dimensions
Dk. However, many interesting quantum states (in particular
living on one-dimensional structures) can be represented with
a moderate number of parameters. Examples, amongst others,
are ground states and thermal states of gapped local Hamilto-
nians [32–37]. These states have in common that they can be
approximated very well by states with low bond-dimension
D = maxkDk. We call states of the form of equation (6)
matrix product operators or matrix product states depending
on {Pˆ (αk)k } being a basis of Cd×d or Cd [28, 29] (note that
every matrix product state with bond-dimension D is a matrix
product operator with bond-dimension at most D2) and col-
lect such states with maximum bond-dimension equal to D in
the setMD.
Next, we list the operations required to run the algorithm
and then proceed by pointing out the corresponding matrix
product operator equivalents. In what follows, we restrict our-
selves to a POVM which contains solely observables of tensor
product form, i.e., Πˆi = pˆii1⊗ · · · ⊗ pˆiiN with i ∈ ∆. The fixed
point algorithm is commonly initialized with the completely
mixed state. Then, in the kth iteration, the algorithm:
1. determines the expectation values of the POVM ele-
ments {Πˆi}, i ∈ ∆, i.e., pi = tr[Πˆi%ˆk],
2. constructs the operator Rˆ(%ˆk),
3. multiplies the current iteration %ˆk from both sides with
Rˆ(%ˆk), and
4. normalizes the output to obtain iteration k + 1.
Whenever %ˆk, Rˆ(%ˆk) and hence Rˆ(%ˆk)%ˆkRˆ(%ˆk) may be
written as matrix product operators of small bond-dimension,
all these steps may be performed efficiently (for a detailed out-
line of the different operations that are required we refer to the
literature [28, 29] and Appendix A):
We now outline how the four steps above may be performed
efficiently. First, computing expectation values of product ob-
servables of the form Πˆ = pˆi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ pˆiN is straightforward:
tr[%ˆ Πˆ] =
N∏
k=1
Ek (7)
where Ek =
∑d2
αk=1
Pk[αk] tr[pˆikPˆ
(αk)
k ].
Secondly, the operator Rˆ(%ˆk) has to be determined. This
operator acts on the state space and hence, generally, has the
same dimension as %ˆk. To efficiently implement the maximum
likelihood algorithm we therefore need to represent this oper-
ator as a matrix product operator with small bond-dimension.
Since Rˆ(%ˆk) is basically a weighted sum of the POVM ele-
ments, this restricts the set of measurements for which this is
possible. To give an example for which this can be achieved,
consider POVM elements Πˆik of the form
Πˆik = 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1⊗ pˆiik ⊗ · · · ⊗ pˆiik+R−1 ⊗ 1⊗ · · · ⊗ 1 (8)
where k = 1, . . . , N − R + 1 labels all blocks of R con-
secutive spins and i enumerates the set of local POVM ele-
ments. Key point for the efficient representation of the opera-
tor Rˆ(%ˆk) is that with this specific kind of measurement set-up
this operator is in fact a local Hamiltonian. But local Hamilto-
nians are matrix product operators of low bond-dimension and
hence Rˆ(%ˆk) can be stored efficiently in its matrix product
operator representation (see Appendix B for further details).
Note again that every measurement setting where the operator
Rˆ(%ˆk) has an efficient matrix product operator representation
with small bond-dimension is suitable for the efficient imple-
mentation of the maximum likelihood algorithm and the above
form is merely an example. One may also add global observ-
ables to the POVM set, a scenario which we consider for the
reconstruction of a GHZ-type state below, with a discussion
of the construction of the operator Rˆ(%ˆk) in Appendix C.
Thirdly, to compute the next iteration of the algorithm (4)
we need to multiply the current iteration %ˆk with the operator
Rˆ(%ˆk) from both sides. Both objects are stored as matrix prod-
uct operators. Multiplying two matrix product operators with
bond-dimensions D1 and D2 results in a matrix product op-
erator of dimension D1 · D2, i.e., bond-dimensions multiply.
To keep the bond-dimension at a certain level (e.g., D), we
compress the current iteration Rˆ(%ˆk)%ˆkRˆ(%ˆk) that has been
obtained after multiplication of the previous estimate %ˆk with
the operator Rˆ(%ˆk), i.e., we solve [28]
ξˆk = argmin[‖%ˆ− Rˆ(%ˆk)%ˆkRˆ(%ˆk)‖2 | %ˆ ∈MD], (9)
where ‖ · ‖ denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm andMD com-
prises all matrix product operators with bond-dimension D,
see Appendix A for a detailed discussion. Obviously, solving
equation (9) is a crucial point in the algorithm. If the operator
is not compressible to a low bond-dimension, the algorithm
4will not be efficient. To recognize this issue in the execution
of the algorithm, we choose a method which allows us to track
the error made in the compression, i.e., the algorithm aborts
when the minimum in equation (9) is not zero (or greater than
a prescribed tolerance). Hence, if the norm difference does not
converge to zero, we either choose a larger bond-dimension or
abort the maximum likelihood algorithm (i.e., throw a flag and
abort the tomography scheme).
Fourthly, in the final step of one iteration we have to nor-
malize the current estimate to trace one. Again, this can be
done efficiently since the trace of a matrix product operator
can be computed directly using equation (7). Normalization
is then equivalent to dividing each matrix by a fraction of the
initial trace.
IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
In this section we present results of our implementation of
the maximum likelihood algorithm iterating over matrix prod-
uct states and operators [38]. The results suggest that apply-
ing maximum likelihood reconstruction to system sizes where
the conventional implementations of full tomography fail due
to (i) the number of required measurement settings and (ii)
the limited post-processing resources is still manageable for
appropriate POVM settings.
We are considering a one-dimensional chain of quantum
systems implemented on N d-level systems with d = 2, i.e.,
qubits. We let the POVM elements be of the local form
Πˆi,jk =W(11,...,k−1 ⊗ pˆii,jk,...,k+R−1 ⊗ 1k+R,...,N ), (10)
see figure 1. Here,
pˆii,jk,...,k+R−1 = |yi,jk,...,k+R−1〉〈yi,jk,...,k+R−1|, (11)
with k = 1, . . . , N − R + 1 labelling the block of size R,
i = 1, . . . , 3R enumerating the basis rotation (all combina-
tions of orientations along the X,Y and Z direction) and
j = 1, . . . , 2R denoting the corresponding projectors per ba-
sis orientation on the eigenbasis of the respective Pauli spin
operators. This corresponds to measurements on blocks of R
contiguous spins. For fixed R, the experimental effort, and
hence the associated experiment time, grows linearly in the
number of subsystems N reducing the exponential scaling of
the total number of measurements from M = 3Nm to a lin-
early scaling M = 3Rm(N − R + 1). Here, m denotes the
number of measurements per basis orientation.
We verify the performance of the maximum likelihood al-
gorithm optimizing over matrix product operators (and matrix
product states) for thermal states and ground states of next-
neighbour Hamiltonians and for GHZ-type states. For the lat-
ter, we need to enlarge the above POVM, resulting in a set of
measurements determining the GHZ-type state uniquely and a
total number of measurementsM = 3Rm(N−R+1)+Km,
where K is the cardinality of the set of additional (global)
measurements.
We simulate the measurements by drawing m times from
the exact multinomial distributions corresponding to the
1 2 k k + 1 k +R− 1 N
. . . . . . . . .
⊗ . . . . . .πˆi,jk,...,k+R−1
Figure 1: The considered measurements on blocks of R consecutive
spins. For pˆii,jk,...,k+R−1 see equation (11). Here, k = 1, . . . , N −
R + 1 labels the block of size R, i = 1, . . . , 3R enumerates the
basis rotation (all combinations of orientations along theX,Y and Z
direction) and j = 1, . . . , 2R denotes the corresponding projectors
per basis orientation on the eigenbasis of the respective Pauli spin
operators.
POVM elements specifying each basis orientation. Hence, the
input to the reconstruction scheme are the relative frequencies
f i,jk = n
i,j
k /m for all i, j and k approximating the exact prob-
ability distributions. The reconstructed states %ˆrec are com-
pared to the exact states by means of the renormalized Hilbert-
Schmidt norm difference D(%ˆ, %ˆrec) = ‖%ˆ − %ˆrec‖2/‖%ˆ‖2,
the fidelity f(|ψ〉, %ˆrec) = |〈ψ|%ˆrec|ψ〉| or f(|ψ〉, |ψrec〉) =
|〈ψ|ψrec〉|2.
The first example outlines the performance of the algo-
rithm (4) iterating over matrix product operators for thermal
states of random next-neighbour Hamiltonians,
Hˆ =
N−1∑
i=1
rˆi,i+1, (12)
where the Hermitian matrices rˆi,i+1 act on sites i and i + 1.
The real and imaginary parts of these matrices are drawn from
a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation
one. Thermal states %ˆ = e−βHˆ/Z are obtained by an imagi-
nary time evolution using the time evolving block-decimation
algorithm [39, 40]. From these states, we compute the ex-
act probability distributions corresponding to all contiguous
blocks of size R for local tomographically complete mea-
surements, simulate the measurements and reconstruct a state
estimate %ˆrec. Results are shown in figure 2. The plot in-
dicates that, as expected, (i) the accuracy of the reconstruc-
tion scheme increases with an increasing number of measure-
ments and (ii) extending the range R on which measurements
are performed decreases the error of the reconstructed esti-
mate. Notably, the mean error for the reconstruction of ther-
mal states corresponding to 45 different random Hamiltonians
of the form of equation (12) with R = 3 and perfect measure-
ments, i.e., m =∞, is of order 10−3.
Ground states of Hamiltonians of the form of equation (12)
serve as our second example. We obtain the ground states
by minimizing the expectation value of the Hamiltonian
with respect to a matrix product state with given bond-
dimension [41]. Sweeping through the chain and optimizing
the matrices in the matrix product state site by site such that in
each iteration the expectation value with respect to the Hamil-
tonian decreases, we will end up in a stationary point which
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Figure 2: Performance of the iterative algorithm (4) for thermal
states (TS) of random next-neighbour Hamiltonians of the form of
equation (12) for N = 16 qubits with β = 2 after 1000 itera-
tions. Input to the reconstruction scheme are relative frequencies cor-
responding to a tomographically complete set of measurements on
all blocks of R contiguous sites. These relative frequencies are ob-
tained by drawing from the exact probability distributions m times.
Downward-pointing triangles: R = 2, upward-pointing triangles:
R = 3. The densities illustrate the results for 45 random Hamiltoni-
ans and corresponding reconstructions while the triangles emphasize
the mean value. All estimates have a bond-dimension of D = 16.
serves as an approximation to the exact ground state [28, 42].
Again, we compute the exact expectation values correspond-
ing to local measurements on all blocks of R sites, simulate
the measurements by drawing m times from the exact multi-
nomial distributions and reconstruct the state using the maxi-
mum likelihood algorithm. Here, we are optimizing only over
pure states using the iterative algorithm in equation (5). Fig-
ure 3 presents the results. Even for very small m we obtain a
mean fidelity larger than 0.80 for N = 20 qubits. Moreover,
for the exact probabilities (m =∞) the mean fidelity is close
to 1.00 after 5000 iterations indicating that iterating only over
pure states does not get stuck in local minima. Note that the
iterative algorithm is known to converge very slowly in com-
parison to other maximization techniques for the likelihood
function [25].
Finally, let us consider GHZ-type states of the form
|ψN (φ)〉 = [|0〉⊗N/2|1〉⊗N/2 + eiφ|1〉⊗N/2〉|0〉⊗N/2]/
√
2
(13)
where the number of sites N is even and φ ∈ [0; 2pi) is a
relative phase. These states are not uniquely determined by
local measurements. The relative phase φ is a global feature
and hence, besides local measurements, we need to perform
some global measurements to fully determine the state. This
could be done by additionally measuring the operators Xˆ⊗N
and Yˆ ⊗ Xˆ⊗N−1 since the expectation values
〈ψN (φ)|Xˆ⊗N |ψN (φ)〉 = cos(φ) (14)
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Figure 3: Results for the maximum likelihood algorithm iterating
over matrix product states after 5000 iterations. The exact states are
ground states (GS) of random next-neighbour Hamiltonians of the
form of equation (12). Note that the reconstructed estimates have a
bond-dimension of D = 5. Downward-pointing triangles: N = 20
sites, upward-pointing triangles: N = 10 sites. Measurements are
simulated for all blocks of R = 2 contiguous sites by drawing from
the exact multinomial distributionsm times. For eachmwe generate
30 random Hamiltonians. The densities depict the distributions of the
obtained fidelities while triangles indicate the mean value. Here, for
N = 20, one iteration of the algorithm takes about one second on a
standard laptop.
and
〈ψN (φ)|Yˆ ⊗ Xˆ⊗N−1|ψN (φ)〉 = sin(φ) (15)
fix the local phase. Note that these expectation values can
be determined experimentally for large system sizes because
only a simultaneous rotation of all spins is required plus a
single site addressing to rotate one spin (e.g., the spin on the
very left-hand side) along an orthogonal direction. We define
the POVM {Πˆi}, i = 1, . . . , 4, with Πˆ1 = (1 + Xˆ⊗N )/4,
Πˆ2 = (1 − Xˆ⊗N )/4, Πˆ3 = (1 + Yˆ ⊗ Xˆ⊗N−1)/4 and
Πˆ4 = (1 − Yˆ ⊗ Xˆ⊗N−1)/4. These operators are positive
and sum to one. Incorporating these operators into the POVM
describing the local measurements can be done by a straight-
forward normalization of the operators. Let us denote the in-
dex set of the full POVM set by ∆ = ∆1 ∪ ∆2 where ∆1
comprises the elements corresponding to local measurements
and ∆2 comprises the four elements defined above. To apply
the maximum likelihood algorithm for matrix product opera-
tors to this measurement scheme, it remains to show that the
operator Rˆ(%ˆ), see equation (3), can be written as a matrix
product operator with small bond-dimension D. In fact, we
find
Rˆ(%ˆ) = Rˆ1(%ˆ) + Rˆ2(%ˆ) (16)
where Rˆk(%ˆ) = 1M
∑
i∈∆k
ni
pi
Πˆi for k = 1, 2. As before,
Rˆ1(%ˆ) corresponds to a matrix product operator with small
6bond-dimension D1 due to its local character. Moreover,
Rˆ2(%ˆ) can be written as a matrix product operator with bond-
dimension D2 = 2 such that Rˆ(%ˆ) is a matrix product op-
erator with bond-dimension D = D1 + 2 (see Appendix C
for further details). We simulate measurements on the exact
GHZ-type state (which is a matrix product state with bond-
dimension DGHZ = 2) for R = 2 and use the algorithm iter-
ating over matrix product operators to obtain a state estimate.
Results are shown in figure 4. This example illustrates that this
method is also applicable to states that are not uniquely deter-
mined by local measurements only. In general, however, the
experimentalist has to have some prior knowledge about the
state he intends to implement on a physical system to decide
whether additional measurements are necessary. The results
suggest that even for a very small number of measurements
where each considered basis rotation is measured m = 100
times, the algorithm is capable of reconstructing GHZ-type
states very accurately.
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Figure 4: Results for GHZ-type states as shown in equation (13)
where we choose φ = pi/2. Apart from the local measurements (on
all blocks of size R = 2) global observables have to be measured
given by {Πˆi}, i ∈ ∆2. Here, we draw m = 100 times from the ex-
act probability distributions and reconstruct 30 states per N . Mean
values are indicated by the downward-pointing triangles. The recon-
structed estimates have bond-dimensionD = 10. The plot shows the
fidelity after 1000 iterations of the maximum likelihood algorithm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a scalable maximum likelihood algorithm for
quantum state tomography. The only restrictions for the appli-
cability is that the set of measurement operators is polynomial
in the system size and that the individual POVM elements
are of tensor product form, both of which are anyway gen-
erally desirable from an experimental point of view. The re-
construction technique relies on a well-established fixed point
algorithm for maximizing the likelihood function. We have
shown that this algorithm can be generalized to iterate over
matrix product states and operators and hence yields a scal-
able reconstruction algorithm for quantum state tomography.
Of course, for a general state where the measurements do not
uniquely specify the state, the fixed point of the scalable max-
imum likelihood algorithm will not always come close to the
true state. If the state is uniquely determined by the measured
POVM elements, however, we provided numerical evidence
that the algorithm chooses a state estimate which is close to
the true state.
We observed that the convergence of the algorithm is very
slow caused by the flat log-likelihood function when measure-
ments are done only on a small subset of the full Hilbert space.
Moreover, while our first and by no means optimal implemen-
tation is capable of dealing with measurements on blocks of
size R ≥ 2 the execution of the algorithm becomes rapidly
slow with increasing R. An improvement of the implementa-
tion is left for future work. For instance, one could think of
directly maximizing the concave objective function (e.g., by
gradient descend methods) when the states are represented as
matrix product states or in any other tailored efficient form.
Concretely, restricting to permutationally invariant states and
directly maximizing the likelihood, [25] has shown to yield
superior performance when high accuracy is required.
The numerical results, however, suggest that the general-
ization of the iterative algorithm to matrix product operators
is able to find state estimates which are close to the exact states
already for a small number of measurements, which we veri-
fied for thermal and ground states of random next-neighbour
Hamiltonians and for GHZ-type states. Furthermore, restrict-
ing the algorithm to optimize only over pure states has shown
to yield satisfactory results under the assumption that the de-
sired state is pure. This is remarkable since one iterates over
a non-convex set. To certify the reconstructed pure estimate
one could use the techniques described in [24] to find a lower
bound on the fidelity of the state in the laboratory with re-
spect to the pure state estimate. The results presented in this
manuscript add into recent research for large scale quantum
tomography and push the applicability of quantum state to-
mography to large system sizes.
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Appendix A: Implementation Details for the Maximum Likelihood Algorithm Iterating over Matrix Product Operators
In the first part of the Appendix we review some basic properties and specific operations applied to matrix product operators
(for a general overview we refer to [28, 29] where the ideas discussed in the remainder of this section of the Appendix are
presented in far more detail). We focus on the operations required for generalizing the maximum likelihood fixed point algorithm.
To set the notation, we recall the definition of a matrix product operator. For all sites k = 1, . . . , N and αk = 1, . . . , d2,
let {Pk[αk]} be a set of complex matrices of dimension Dk × Dk+1 where D1 = 1 = DN+1. Further, let {Pˆ (αk)k } denote
an operator basis for site k, e.g., for spin-1/2 particles the orthonormal Pauli spin basis, i.e., Pˆ (1)i = 1i/
√
2, Pˆ (2)i = Xˆi/
√
2,
Pˆ
(3)
i = Yˆi/
√
2 and Pˆ (4)i = Zˆi/
√
2. The state
%ˆ =
∑
α1,...,αN
P1[α1] · · ·PN [αN ] Pˆ (α1)1 · · · Pˆ (αN )N (A.1)
is called matrix product operator if D = maxkDk is low with respect to the state space dimension. Note, of course, that the
8notation of a low bond-dimension is a bit vague. The efficient simulation of a matrix product operator of bond-dimension D
certainly depends on the computational resources available for the post-processing.
Basic Matrix Product Operator Manipulations
In the first subsection of Appendix A we present a derivation of equation (7) in the main text, yielding an efficient strategy
for computing expectation values of product observables with respect to matrix product operators. Further, we show how to
multiply matrix product operators and give a specific representation of the completely mixed state. Let Πˆ = pˆi1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ pˆiN be a
product observable acting on N d-level subsystems. The expectation value of Πˆ with respect to the matrix product operator %ˆ is
determined via
tr[%ˆΠˆ] =
∑
α1,...,αN
P1[α1] · · ·PN [αN ] tr[Pˆ (α1)1 · · · Pˆ (αN )N pˆi1 · · · pˆiN ]
=
∑
α1,...,αN
P1[α1] · · ·PN [αN ] tr[(Pˆ (α1)1 pˆi1) · · · (Pˆ (αN )N pˆiN )]
=
∑
α1,...,αN
P1[α1] · · ·PN [αN ] tr[Pˆ (α1)1 pˆi1] · · · tr[Pˆ (αN )N pˆiN ]
=
N∏
k=1
Ek
(A.2)
where Ek =
∑d2
αk=1
Pk[αk] tr[Pˆ
(αk)
k pˆik] ∈ CDk×Dk+1 . In the derivation we used the fact that for systems i and i+ 1 we have
AˆiBˆi+1CˆiDˆi+1 = Aˆi⊗ Bˆi+1 · Cˆi⊗ Dˆi+1 = Aˆi · Cˆi⊗ Bˆi+1 · Dˆi+1 = AˆiCˆiBˆi+1Dˆi+1 and that tr[AˆiBˆi+1] = tr[Aˆi⊗ Bˆi+1] =
tr[Aˆi] tr[Bˆi+1].
Naively multiplying two matrix product operators with bond-dimensions D1 and D2 yields a matrix product operator with
bond-dimension at most D1 ·D2. In particular, given the matrix product operators
%ˆ =
∑
α1,...,αN
P1[α1] · · ·PN [αN ] Pˆ (α1)1 · · · Pˆ (αN )N (A.3)
with bond-dimension D1 and
ξˆ =
∑
β1,...,βN
Q1[β1] · · ·QN [βN ] Pˆ (β1)1 · · · Pˆ (βN )N (A.4)
with bond-dimension D2, we find
%ˆ · ξˆ =
∑
α1,...,αN
∑
β1,...,βN
P1[α1] · · ·PN [αN ] Q1[β1] · · ·QN [βN ] Pˆ (α1)1 · · · Pˆ (αN )N Pˆ (β1)1 · · · Pˆ (βN )N
=
∑
α1,...,αN
∑
β1,...,βN
(P1[α1]⊗Q1[β1]) · · · (PN [αN ]⊗QN [αN ])(Pˆ (α1)1 Pˆ (β1)1 ) · · · (Pˆ (αN )N Pˆ (βN )N ).
(A.5)
Now, for every site k = 1, . . . , N , {Pˆ (αk)k } denotes an operator basis such that we have Pˆ (αk)k Pˆ (βk)k =
∑
γk
cαk,βkγk Pˆ
(γk)
k with
cαk,βkγk = tr[(Pˆ
(γk)
k )
†Pˆ (αk)k Pˆ
(βk)
k ]. Consequently, the product of two matrix product operators gives
%ˆ · ξˆ =
∑
γ1,...,γN
∑
α1,β1
cα1,β1γ1 P1[α1]⊗Q1[β1]
 · · ·
 ∑
αN ,βN
cαN ,βNγN PN [αN ]⊗QN [βN ]
 · Pˆ (γ1)1 · · · Pˆ (γN )N
=
∑
γ1,...,γN
R1[γ1] · · ·RN [γN ] Pˆ (γ1)1 · · · Pˆ (γN )N
(A.6)
with Rk[γk] =
∑
αk,βk
tr[(Pˆ
(γk)
k )
†Pˆ (αk)k Pˆ
(βk)
k ] Pk[αk] ⊗ Qk[βk]. Hence, the product of two matrix product operators with
bond-dimensions D1 and D2 is itself a matrix product operator with bond-dimension at most D = D1 ·D2.
9The maximum likelihood algorithm is initialized by the completely mixed state. Choosing the orthonormal Pauli spin basis
in the matrix product operator representation, this state corresponds to a matrix product operator with bond-dimension one. One
possible choice of the 1× 1 matrices defining the completely mixed state is
Pk[1] =
1
N ·
√
dN
,
Pk[αk] = 0 , for αk = 2, . . . , d2 and k = 1, . . . , N.
(A.7)
Therefore, initializing the matrix product operator formulation of the maximum likelihood algorithm is straightforward.
Compressing Matrix Product Operators
We have seen that the bond-dimension of the current iteration %ˆk increases in each step of the algorithm due to the matrix
product operator multiplication with the operator Rˆ(%ˆk). Hence, it is essential to introduce subroutines to keep the bond-
dimension of the state estimate low. This is done by compressing the matrix product state to a state with smaller bond-dimension
at each iteration of the tomography algorithm [28]. In the second subsection of Appendix A we describe the compression of a
matrix product operator %ˆ with bond-dimension D1 to a matrix product operator σˆ with bond-dimension D2 < D1. For that, we
show how to solve the optimization problem
σˆ = argmin[‖%ˆ− %ˆ′‖2 | %ˆ′ ∈MD2 ], (A.8)
see equation (9) in the main text.
Before we describe the iterative compression scheme, let us first introduce a convenient representation of the matrix product
operator. For this, note that the matrices {Pk[αk]} are not unique since inserting 1 = UU† between sites k and k + 1 will not
alter the state, but the corresponding matrices {Pk[αk]} and {Pk+1[αk+1]}. This freedom in the choice of the matrices allows
(by a successive singular value decomposition starting from the left- and right-hand side of the chain) to write the matrix product
operator as
%ˆ =
∑
α1,...,αN
B1[α1] · · ·BN [αN ] Pˆ (α1)1 · · · Pˆ (αN )N (A.9)
where the matrices on sites l = 1, . . . , k − 1 satisfy∑
αl
Bl[αl]
†Bl[αl] = 1Dl+1×Dl+1 (A.10)
and where the matrices on sites l = k + 1, . . . , N satisfy∑
αl
Bl[αl]Bl[αl]
† = 1Dl×Dl . (A.11)
We call matrix product operators satisfying these relations k-normal matrix product operators [28]. Further, note that for k-
normal matrix product operators the purity, i.e., the squared Hilbert-Schmidt norm ‖%ˆ‖2 = tr[%ˆ†%ˆ], can be computed by
‖%ˆ‖2 =
∑
αk
tr[Bk[αk]
†Bk[αk]]. (A.12)
Now, let
%ˆ =
∑
β1,...,βN
A1[β1] · · ·AN [βN ] Pˆ (β1)1 · · · Pˆ (βN )N (A.13)
be a matrix product operator with bond-dimension D1 (not necessarily in k-normal form) and σˆ be a matrix product operator
with bond-dimension D2 < D1 satisfying
σˆ = argmin[‖%ˆ− %ˆ′‖2 | %ˆ′ ∈MD2 ], (A.14)
i.e., σˆ is the matrix product operator with bond-dimension D2 < D1 closest to %ˆ with respect to the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
(hence a compression of the latter). To determine σˆ, we use a procedure where the minimization is performed iteratively by
sweeping through the chain several times while optimizing the compressed matrices site by site [28], i.e., we minimize
‖%ˆ− %ˆ′‖2 = tr[%ˆ†%ˆ]− tr[%ˆ†%ˆ′]− tr[(%ˆ′)†%ˆ] + tr[(%ˆ′)†%ˆ′] (A.15)
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with respect to the complex conjugate matrices {Bk[αk]∗} on site k of the state
%ˆ′ =
∑
α1,...,αN
B1[α1] · · ·BN [αN ] Pˆ (α1)1 · · · Pˆ (αN )N (A.16)
given in k-normal form while keeping all the other matrices fixed. Note that only the last two terms in (A.15) contribute to the
minimization such that
∂
∂(Bk[αk]∗)ik,ik+1
‖%ˆ− %ˆ′‖2 = ∂
∂(Bk[αk]∗)ik,ik+1
(− tr[(%ˆ′)†%ˆ] + tr[(%ˆ′)†%ˆ′]). (A.17)
Since the state %ˆ′ is given in k-normal form, we find
∂
∂(Bk[αk]∗)ik,ik+1
(tr[(%ˆ′)†%ˆ′]) = (Bk[αk])ik,ik+1 (A.18)
and
∂
∂(Bk[αk]∗)ik,ik+1
(− tr[(%ˆ′)†%ˆ]) = −(L1,...,k−1 ·Ak[αk] ·Rk+1,...,N )ik,ik+1 (A.19)
where
L1,...,k−1 =
∑
αk−1
(Bk−1[αk−1])†
(
. . .
(∑
α1
(B1[α1])
†A1[α1]
)
. . .
)
Ak−1[αk−1]
 (A.20)
and
Rk+1,...,N =
∑
αk+1
Ak+1[αk+1]
(
. . .
(∑
αN
AN [αN ](BN [αN ])
†
)
. . .
)
(Bk+1[αk+1])
†
 . (A.21)
Hence, the extremal point is given by
Bk[αk] = L1,...,k−1 ·Ak[αk] ·Rk+1,...,N . (A.22)
Finally, the iterative minimization of the norm difference can be performed by starting with a N-normal matrix product operator
of dimension D2, updating the matrices L1,...,N−1 and {BN [αN ]} and a successive (N−1)-normalization of the resulting matrix
product operator. The matrices on site N − 1, . . . , 1 are subsequently updated by the rule (A.22) while one needs to keep the
matrix product operator in its k-normal form when optimizing on site k. Sweeping through the chain back and forth several times
will lead to a convergence of this procedure. Since we are minimizing the norm distance in an iterative manner, this scheme
might get stuck in local minima [28]. Therefore we monitor the norm difference by exploiting that after updating the matrices
on site k we have
‖%ˆ− %ˆ′‖2 = ‖%ˆ‖2 −
∑
αk
tr[Bk[αk](Bk[αk])
†]. (A.23)
With this, we can either abort the algorithm if the norm difference does not converge to zero or increase the bond-dimension
and redo the compression. To avoid the attraction of local minima, one can consider two sites instead of only one site in each
step of the compression algorithm. Decomposing the optimized matrix products living on two sites by means of a singular value
decomposition yields the matrices living on the single sites and hence the matrix product structure is preserved [28].
Appendix B: R-local Hamiltonians are Matrix Product Operators
In this section of the Appendix we are considering the specific measurement setting where all POVM elements act non-trivially
only on subsets of R consecutive sites. In this scenario, the operator Rˆ(%ˆ) has the structure of a R-local Hamiltonian and hence
a matrix product operator representation where the bond-dimension can be related to the interaction range R.
It is crucial for the scalability of the matrix product operator formulation of the maximum likelihood algorithm, see equa-
tion (4) of the main text, that the operator [3]
Rˆ(%ˆ) =
1
M
∑
i∈∆1
ni
pi
Πˆi =
1
M
∑
i∈∆1
ni
tr[Πˆi%ˆ]
Πˆi (B.1)
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can be written as a matrix product operator of low bond-dimension. Now, let the POVM elements {Πˆi}, i ∈ ∆1, only act
non-trivially on a subset of R consecutive sites. Then, we find
Rˆ(%ˆ) =
N−R+1∑
i=1
n∑
α1,...,αR=1
ci[α1, . . . , αR] Sˆ
(α1)
i . . . Sˆ
(αR)
i+R−1 (B.2)
where we consider n operators on each site and comprise all coefficients of the operator Rˆ(%ˆ) in ci[α1, . . . , αR]. Note, that the
operator Sˆ(α1)i · · · Sˆ(αR)i+R−1 only acts on sites i, i + 1, . . . , i + R − 1 and that, for the moment, we do not require that {Sˆ(αk)k }
is a basis on site k = 1, . . . , N . In this measurement setting, the operator Rˆ(%ˆ) obeys the form of a R-local Hamiltonian. It is
well known that R-local Hamiltonians are matrix product operators [28]. Before we show how to convert a R-local Hamiltonian
into its matrix product operator representation, let us discuss an alternative representation of matrix product operators. Let %ˆ be
a matrix product operator of bond-dimension D. Then [28]
%ˆ =
∑
α1,...,αN
P1[α1] · · ·PN [αN ] Pˆ (α1)1 · · · Pˆ (αN )N
=
∑
α1,...,αN
∑
i2,...,iN
(P1[α1])1,i2(P2[α2])i2,i3 · · · (PN [αN ])iN ,1 Pˆ (α1)1 · · · Pˆ (αN )N
=
∑
i2,...,iN
(∑
α1
(P1[α1])1,i2 Pˆ
(α1)
1
)
· · ·
(∑
αN
(PN [αN ])iN ,1Pˆ
(αN )
1
)
= %ˆ[1] . . . %ˆ[N ]
(B.3)
where the operator-valued matrix (%ˆ[k])ik,ik+1 =
(∑
αk
(Pk[αk])ik,ik+1 Pˆ
(αk)
k
)
acts only on system k and where i1 = 1 and
iN+1 = 1. We will refer to this representation of the matrix product operators as the operator-valued matrix product oper-
ator representation. Note that, given the operator-valued matrices, one can find the matrices of the matrix product operator
representation by inversion, i.e.,
(Pk[αk])ik,ik+1 = tr[Pˆ
(αk)
k (%ˆ
[k])ik,ik+1 ]. (B.4)
We now set out to find an operator-valued matrix product operator representation of the R-local Hamiltonian Rˆ(%ˆ), see equa-
tion (B.2). For this, we rewrite equation (B.2) as
Rˆ(%ˆ) =
N−R+1∑
i=1
n∑
α1,...,αR=1
ci[α1, . . . , αR] Sˆ
(α1)
i Sˆ
(α2)
i+1 . . . Sˆ
(αR)
i+R−1
=
N−R+1∑
i=1
n∑
α2,...,αR=1
Qˆ
(α2,...,αR)
i Sˆ
(α2)
i+1 . . . Sˆ
(αR)
i+R−1
(B.5)
where Qˆ(α2,...,αR)i =
∑n
α1=1
ci[α1, . . . , αR] Sˆ
(α1)
i for all i = 1, . . . , N − R + 1. Let us illustrate the operator-valued matrices
for Rˆ(%ˆ) in the case of next-neighbour interaction, i.e., we measure only on all blocks of two contiguous sites and hence R = 2.
It is easily verified that the operator-valued matrices take on the form [28]
Rˆ[1] =
[
0 Qˆ
(1)
1 Qˆ
(2)
1 . . . Qˆ
(n)
1 1
]
∈ Cd×d(n+2) (B.6)
for site 1,
Rˆ[k] =

1 0 . . . 0
Sˆ(1) 0 . . . 0
Sˆ(2)
...
...
...
. . .
Sˆ(n) 0 . . . 0
0 Qˆ
(1)
k Qˆ
(2)
k . . . Qˆ
(n)
k 1

∈ Cd(n+2)×d(n+2) (B.7)
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for sites 2, . . . , N − 1 and
Rˆ[N ] =

1
Sˆ(1)
Sˆ(2)
...
Sˆ(n)
0

∈ Cd(n+2)×d (B.8)
for site N , such that
Rˆ(%ˆ) = Rˆ[1] · · · Rˆ[N ]. (B.9)
The rules to obtain the operator-valued matrices for R-local Hamiltonians can be generalized straightforwardly. The dimen-
sions of the resulting operator-matrices grow according to d(2 +
∑R−1
i=1 n
i) where d is the on-site dimension, n the number
of considered operators per site (i.e., the cardinality of the set {Sˆ(α)}) and R the number of consecutive sites in one block on
which measurements are performed. Equation (B.4) allows to compute the matrices of the standard matrix product operator
representation resulting in a bond-dimension of at most d(2 +
∑R−1
i=1 n
i). For the quantum state tomography of qubits (d = 2)
we have n = 6 since every basis rotation (orientation along X,Y and Z) allows for two spin orientations (spin up or down in
the respective basis). Consequently, for realistic quantum state tomography settings the bond-dimension of the operator Rˆ(%ˆ)
still grows rapidly when measured on large block sizes R. Heuristically, it turns out that the so constructed matrix product
operator representation of the operator Rˆ(%ˆ) is not optimal and that one can find a representation with smaller bond-dimension
by compressing the corresponding matrices.
Note that with the strategy discussed above one constructs an exact matrix product operator representation of the operator
Rˆ(%ˆ). Of course, to obtain a matrix product operator approximation one could simply add the individual terms of the opera-
tor Rˆ(%ˆ) which are often of matrix product operator structure or straightforwardly converted into the latter. Here, the bond-
dimensions of the individual terms add to the overall bond-dimension. To keep the bond-dimension at a certain level, one could
compress this operator as described in Appendix A to keep the bond-dimension fixed if one exceeds a predetermined threshold.
This provides a general strategy to obtain the matrix product operator representation of the operator Rˆ(%ˆ).
Appendix C: GHZ-type States
In this section of the Appendix we discuss GHZ-type states of the form
|ψN (φ)〉 = [|0〉⊗N/2|1〉⊗N/2 + eiφ|1〉⊗N/2〉|0〉⊗N/2]/
√
2 (C.1)
in terms of matrix product states and show how to represent the operator Rˆ(%ˆ) comprising the POVM elements efficiently as
a matrix product operator. Recall that for the GHZ-type state one needs to incorporate two global observables into the set of
POVM elements, see equations (14) and (15) of the main text.
The GHZ-type State as a Matrix Product State
In this subsection we set out to find a matrix product state representation of the GHZ-type state. First, note that
|0〉⊗N/2|1〉⊗N/2/
√
2 =
∑
i1,...,iN
P1[i1] · · ·PN [iN ]|i1, . . . , iN 〉 (C.2)
where
P1[1] =
1√
2
Pk[1] = 1 , for k = 2, . . . , N/2
Pk[1] = 0 , for k = N/2 + 1, . . . , N
Pk[2] = 0 , for k = 1, . . . , N/2
Pk[2] = 1 , for k = N/2 + 1, . . . , N.
(C.3)
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Similarly, we can find a matrix product state representation with bond-dimension D = 1 for the second term in the GHZ-type
state. Further, adding two matrix product states with bond-dimension D1 = 1 = D2 results in a matrix product state with
bond-dimension D = 2. Finally, we have for the GHZ-type state
P1[1] =
1√
2
(
1 0
)
Pk[1] =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, for k = 2, . . . , N/2
Pk[1] =
(
0 0
0 1
)
, for k = N/2 + 1, . . . , N − 1
PN [1] =
(
0
1
)
P1[2] =
eiφ√
2
(
0 1
)
Pk[2] =
(
0 0
0 1
)
, for k = 2, . . . , N/2
Pk[2] =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, for k = N/2 + 1, . . . , N − 1
PN [2] =
(
1
0
)
.
(C.4)
Matrix Product Operator Structure of the Rˆ-Operator
For the GHZ-type states we suggest to measure on all blocks of R contiguous sites and additionally determine the expectation
values of the observables Πˆ1 = (1+Xˆ⊗N )/4, Πˆ2 = (1−Xˆ⊗N )/4, Πˆ3 = (1+Yˆ ⊗Xˆ⊗N−1)/4 and Πˆ4 = (1−Yˆ ⊗Xˆ⊗N−1)/4.
In this subsection of the Appendix, we show that the operator
Rˆ(%ˆ) =
1
M
∑
i∈∆
ni
pi
Πˆi =
1
M
∑
i∈∆
ni
tr[Πˆi%ˆ]
Πˆi (C.5)
can still be written efficiently in the matrix product operator formalism when incorporating these global observables. Here,
M is the total number of measurements, ∆ an index set and ni denotes the number of times outcome Πˆi is obtained for all
i ∈ ∆. Now, if ∆ contains all indices corresponding to the local measurements comprised by ∆1 plus the four indices contained
in ∆2 labelling the global POVM elements Πˆ1 = (1 + Xˆ⊗N )/4, Πˆ2 = (1 − Xˆ⊗N )/4, Πˆ3 = (1 + Yˆ ⊗ Xˆ⊗N−1)/4 and
Πˆ4 = (1− Yˆ ⊗ Xˆ⊗N−1)/4, the operator Rˆ is given by
Rˆ(%ˆ) = Rˆ1(%ˆ) + Rˆ2(%ˆ) (C.6)
where Rˆ1(%ˆ) contains the local measurements and Rˆ2(%ˆ) the four global POVM elements. Now one agrees that Rˆ(%ˆ) is indeed a
matrix product operator with small bond-dimension. The first term is a matrix product operator with small bond-dimension D1
due to its locality (see Appendix B) and the global POVM elements are all matrix product operators with bond-dimensions equal
to 1. Hence, Rˆ(%ˆ) is a matrix product operator with bond-dimension equal to D1 + 4. In fact, we can even find a representation
of Rˆ2(%ˆ) with a smaller bond-dimension. We have
Rˆ2(%ˆ) =
4∑
i=1
fi
pi
Πˆi = (
f1
p1
+
f2
p2
+
f3
p3
+
f4
p4
) · 1⊗N/4 + (f1
p1
− f2
p2
) · Xˆ⊗N/4 + (f3
p3
− f4
p4
) · Yˆ ⊗ Xˆ⊗N−1/4. (C.7)
In this notation, the second and third terms can be combined to a matrix product operator with bond-dimension 1 such that Rˆ2(%ˆ)
has bond-dimension D2 = 2. Consequently, Rˆ(%ˆ) is a matrix product operator with bond-dimension D1 + 2. The matrices of
the matrix product operator representation of c1 · Xˆ⊗N + c2 · Yˆ ⊗ Xˆ⊗N−1 can be chosen as
Pk[1] = 0 , for k = 1, . . . , N
P1[2] =
√
2c1
Pk[2] =
√
2 , for k = 2, . . . , N
P1[3] =
√
2c2
Pk[3] = 0 , for k = 2, . . . , N
Pk[4] = 0 , for k = 1, . . . , N
(C.8)
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where 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the normalized Pauli basis elements Pˆ (1) = 1/
√
2, Pˆ (2) = Xˆ/
√
2, Pˆ (3) = Yˆ /
√
2 and Pˆ (4) =
Zˆ/
√
2. Thus, we have
c1 · Xˆ⊗N + c2 · Yˆ ⊗ Xˆ⊗N−1 =
3∑
i=2
P1[i]P2[2] · · ·PL[2] Pˆ (i)1 ⊗ Pˆ (2)2 ⊗ . . .⊗ Pˆ (2)N (C.9)
such that Rˆ2(%ˆ) is a sum of two matrix product operators with bond-dimensions equal to 1.
